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HOW TO PREPARE A SPECIMEN FOR MINERALO-

GRAPHIC STUDY

THE EDITORS

A rr,er surface a centimeter or two squa're must first be cut'

for which purpose a carborundum wheel run at 1,000 revolutions

or so per minute gives the most rapid results, altho the work-may

be done by hanJ, using a slab of carborundum or even loose

powder-60 or 80 meshlon a wet iron plate' The edge of the

irourrd face should be beveled off all the way around' The speci-

men and the hands of the operator must then be carefully rinsed

to remove alt grit. This suriace is ground smooth with moistened

carborundum or emery flour-200 or 220 mesh-on stretched

canvas, or on a smooth plane surface like that of a sheet of glass'

After another rinsing the surface is polished with rouge or " putty-

powder " on stretched cloth or chamois skin, and if necessary a

hnal polishing is given with specially floated rouge on fine textured

linen. Specirnens too small to be held in the hand while grinding

may be Lmbedded in sealing wax. To obtain a really good

reflecting surface requires considerable care and skill' which

comes only as a result of long practice, but the amateur can

readily poii.h u piece of a mi.teral like ordinary bornite to such

a degree that its lack of homogeneity is easily seen'

The specimen must then be mounted so t'hat its polished sur-

face may readily be inade perpendicular to the axis of the micro-

scope; this is best accomplished by attaching it by means.of a

lump of .modeling *u* oi clay to a large microscope slide (or a

*etal strip of like dimensionsj and pressing it down by a sheet of

glass kept strictly parallel to the zurface of the slide; Murdoch

advises the use of a metal ring of uniform height within which the

specimen is plaeed, and down to which the glass sheet is pressed'

forcing the speeimen beneath it into the wax'r
Any ordinary microscope in which the tube can be well drawn

op *uy be used for the examination' A vertical illuminator is

inserted above the objective; this is a device which reflects a ray

of light projected into it laterally down thru the objective on to

the surface of the specimen. The light may be clear sky-light'

or may be obtained f.o.n un electric arc shielded by a ground glass

screen, or from a gas-filled tungsten incandescent light provided

with a light-filter to render its rays white. Oblique light should

lSee also Brokaw, J. Geol.,24' 718, 1916.
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be excluded except where definitely needed for the studv of
non-opaque minerals in the specimens, A magnification of
about 50 diameters is usually most convenient.

In addition to the features of the minerals brought out by
polishing, microchemical tests on the polished surLces often
yield valuable information. Reagents may be applied by glass
tubes drawn out to fine points, or Ly strips of filter pup"r. 

- 
trlur_

doch has found the following -o.t ,,."frl: HNO, t:t, HNO,
:o1..d.,. I{CN (20% soln.), HCI t:1, HCI eonccl., uq"u ."giu,
FeCls (2070 soln.) and KOH in concd. soln. Details of lfre
results thus obtained are tabulated in Murdoch,s book.

A number of the rarer opaque minerals have never been stuclied
mineralographically, and indeed, the eompositions of many that
have been thus studied are by ,ro ^ur.,. established, so it is
evident that a considerable neta for investigation lies open to
anyone who cares to take up mineralographic work.
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